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Darboux transformations and generalized self-dual 
Yang-Mills flows 

Gu Chaohao 

§1. Introduction 

The self-dual Yang-Mills equations are important partial differen
tial equations in mathematical physics and have significant applications 
in mathematics [2, 3]. Besides the outstanding results related to 4-
dimensional topology [5], it was known long ago that the self-dual Yang
Mills equations are an integrable system in the sense that they are the 
integrability condition of an overdetermined system of partial differen
tial equations with a spectral parameter >. [12, 16]. Consequently, the 
rapidly developing theory of integrable systems can be applied to the 
self-dual Yang-Mills equations. Moreover, it has been found that many 
known soliton equations are reductions of the self-dual Yang-Mills equa
tions [1, 17]. 

The self-dual Yang-Mills equations are equations in 4 dimensional 
space. It is interesting to generalize the equations to higher dimensions 
[13, 14, 18]. In [14], the generalization to R 4n is a simple case. In [8], 
more general integrable systems called generalized self-dual Yang-Mills 
flows (GSYMF) in R 2n,l were introduced. These are dynamical systems 
on the moduli space of the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills equations. 
The systems are very general in the sense that almost all known soliton 
equations of all dimensions are the reduction of these systems. It has 
been found that the Darboux transformation method is applicable to the 
GSYMF, giving new solutions explicitly. For the multi-soliton solutions, 
the phenomena of separation of solitons and confinement of solitons 
occurs. 
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In the present paper we give an overview of the generalized self-dual 
Yang-Mills flows and the Darboux transformation method for obtaining 
explicit solutions. 

In §2, we give a very brief sketch of some basic facts on Yang-Mills 
fields and self-duality. §3 is devoted to the derivation of the GSYMF 
from the Lax equations. In §4, the Darboux transformations (DT) for 
the GSYMF, as a method to obtain explicit GSYMF from a known 
one, are described. The algorithm is purely algebraic, depending on the 
choice of several arbitrary holomorphic functions. The most important 
cases of U(N) and SU(N) are emphasized. §5 is devoted to the explicit 
construction of solitons. The asymptotic behavior of solitons, which is 
a generalization of the usual KdV solitons, is much more complicated. 
In particular the multi-solitons may exhibit separation or confinement 
of single solitons as ltl ---> oo. In §6 we point out that the AKNS sys
tem in Rn,l can be a reduction of the GSYMF. Hence we can say the 
GSYMF may be the most general integrable system known to date, since 
almost all soliton equations for spaces of lower dimensions (::; 4) are the 
reduction of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. 

§2. Yang-Mills fields, self-duality 

First we recall some well-known basic facts on self-dual Yang-Mills 
fields. Let G be a matrix Lie group, g its Lie algebra and RN an N
dimensional flat space { ( x 1, · · · , x N)} with a metric of the form ds2 = 
'£~(3 f/a(3 dx"" dxf3, where f/aa = ± 1, f/a(3 = 0 (a f. (3). The Yang-Mills 
potential is a 1-form valued in the Lie algebra g 

(1) A= Aadx"" 

and the field strength is 

1 
(2) :F = dA +A 1\ A= "2F.xfldx.x 1\ dxfl 

where 

(3) 

Differentiating :F, we obtain the Bianchi identity 

(4) 

Here F.xfllv is the gauge derivative of F.xfl defined by 

(5) 
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and (.AJLiv) is the symbol for the sum of cyclic permutations, i.e. 

The Yang-Mills equations are 

(6) 

A transformation from a potential A to A' defined by 

(7) 

is called a gauge transformation; A' and A are called gauge equivalent. 
Gauge equivalent potentials are regarded as the same physical entity. 
The Yang-Mills theory is the most important theory in modern physics 
and has had great influence on mathematics. In mathematical terms, A 
is the connection form and F is the curvature of a G-bundle over RN. 
The case N = 4 is the most important, but the study of the higher 
dimensional case is also interesting [9, 13, 14, 18]. 

If N = 4 and R 4 is Euclidean, a duality operator* (Hodge operator) 
can be applied to F: 

(8) 

where 

(o:,fJ,/,6) is an even permutation of (1,2,3,4), 

(a, jJ, /, 6) is an odd permutation of (1, 2, 3, 4), 

A Yang-Mills potential is called self-dual (respectively, anti-self-dual) if 

(10) (respectively, * F =-F) 

or 
(10') 

where"+" (respectively, "-")is for the self-dual (respectively, anti-self
dual) case. 

It is well-known that a self-dual (respectively, anti-self-dual) Yang
Mills potential satisfies the Yang-Mills equation. This can be seen from 
the definitions if the Bianchi identity is used. 
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The concept of self-duality can be extended toR 2'2 where the metric 
can be written as 

(11) 

In this case the self-dual condition is 

(12) 

Here we have changed the sign of Eaf3-y8, e.g. f.I234 = -1 (or we consider 
the anti-self-dual case). 

From FI2 = 0 we see that the equations 

(13) 

are completely integrable on any plane X3 = constant, X4 = constant. 
Hence we can find ¢(xi, x2, x3 , x 4 ) E G such that after the gauge trans
formation defined by¢, 

This special gauge is called the R-gauge [19]. 

Let P2 = X4, PI = X3. Under an R-gauge, the equations (12) become 

(15) 8Ap, 8AP2 [A A ] -8- - -8 - PI' P2 = 0, 
P2 PI 

and Ax, = Ax2 = 0. Hence the self-dual Yang-Mills equations in R 2 '2 

can be simplified to (15) in which Ax, and Ax2 disappear. 

§3. Generalized self-dual Yang-Mills fields and their flows 

We consider the generalization of the self-dual Yang-Mills fields in 
the higher dimensional flat space R n,n. 

Let (x,p) = (xi,··· , xn; PI,··· ,Pn) be the coordinates of points in 
Rn,n (n 2:: 2) (i = 1, 2, · · · , n). We start with the Lax equations 

(16) 

Here I]! is anN x N matrix in G, Ai = Ai(x,p) take values in the Lie 
algebra g of G, and .X is the spectral parameter. 
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By calculation, we see that the integrability condition for (16) is 

(17) 
8A 8A 
-'- - 1 - [A;,Aj] = 0 
opj op; 

and 

(18) 8A; _ 8Aj = o. 
OXj OX; 

If n = 2, these are just the self-dual Yang-Mills equations in the R-gauge. 
Thus (17) and (18) may be considered as the generalized self-dual Yang
Mills equations with APi = Ai, Axi = 0. The generalization was initiated 
by Takasaki [13] for even n. However, as an integrable system, it makes 
sense for odd n too [7]. 

From (17) we see that there is a matrix-valued function J such that 

(19) 

and (18) becomes 

(20) 

From (18) we see that there is a matrix-valued function K such that 

(21) 

and (17) becomes 

(22) a~:~i -a~~!j -[ ~~, ~~ J = o. 

Consequently (20) or (22) is an equivalent form of the generalized self
dual Yang-Mills equations. 

The metric of Rn,n is defined as 

3-1 
(23) ds2 = L ( dxzk+l dpzk+2 - dxzk+2 dpzk+l) (n even) 

k=O 

and 

[ll-]-1 
(24) ds2= L (dx2k+ldP2k+z-dX2k+2dPzk+I)+dxndPn (n odd). 

k=O 
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As in the 4-dimensional case, it can be shown that: 

Theorem 1. If n is even, a solution of generalized self-dual Yang
Mills equations satisfies the Yang-Mills equations. 

If\)_! is a solution to (16) and det W =1- 0, it is called a Lax represen
tation of the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills field. 

Remark 1. If we replace (16) by 

(25) Liw = (-Ai + ;>..Bi)w, 

then the integrability condition is still given by the equations 

(26) FXiXj = 0. 

Here Ax, = Bi, Ap, = Ai are the gauge potentials in a general gauge. 

In the general case, let cjJ be a function valued in G and w' = cjJw, 
then 

Liw' = (LicjJ)w + c/J(-Ai + ;>..Bi)w 

with 

(27) 

= (Lic/J)c/J- 1W' + cjJ(-Ai + ;>..Bi)q;- 1w' = -A~w' + ;>..Biw' 

A~= c/JAic/J- 1 - (Bp,c/J)cjJ-1, 

B; = c/JBic/J- 1 - (Bx,c/J)c/J- 1 . 

This is exactly a gauge transformation. 

We turn to the flows of the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills equa
tions under the R-gauge in Rn,n. 

Suppose the functions w and Ai depend on (x,p) and a "time" t 
and an evolution equation for W 

(28) 
m+q 

~~ = vw = I: va;.,m-aw, (q 2: 0), 
a=O 

is satisfied. Besides, (16) and (28) constitute an integrable system in 
R Zn, 1 . Here the Va 's are independent of the spectral parameter ).. and 
can be determined in the following way. 
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Considering the condition of integrability for (16) and (28) we obtain 
a system of equations for the Va 's: 

avo _0 
OX;- ' 

(29) 

8Va 8Va-l [ ] 
~ = --!1- + A;, Va-l , 
uX; ·up; 

(a= 1 2 · · · m) 
' ' ' ' 

and 

(30) 

OVa-l 8Va [ ] 
--!1- = ~ + Va-1,A;, 

up; uX; 
(a= m+q, · · · ,m+ 2) 

and a system of evolution equations for the A; 's: 

(31) 8A; 8Vm _ 8Vm+l [k V. ] = 0 
8t + 8p; OX; + " m . 

Theorem 2. If the A; 's satisfy the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills 
equations {17), {18), then {29) and {30) are completely integrable and Va 
(a= 0, 1, · · · ,m,m+1, · · · ,m+q) can be expressed as integra-differential 
expressions of the A; 's. 

Proof. From the first equation of (30) we have 

(32) Vo = Vo(p, t). 

Assume that V1 , V2 , · · · , Va-l (a < m) are constructed already. By 
differentiating (29) with respect to Xj, we have 

8 2Va 82 Va 
OX;OXj OXjOX; 

if (17) and (18) hold. Hence Va(x,p) can be obtained by integratingthe 
right hand sides of (29) along any paths connecting (O,p) and (x,p) in 
the plane Pi = constant, i.e. 

(33) 1(x,p) (OVa-l ) 0 
Va = L -a-. + [Ai, Va-l] dxi + va (p, t). 

i (O,p) p, 

The integral is independent of the choice of paths and Vo(p, t), Va0 (p, t) 
are arbitrary functions. 
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Let 

(34) a=m+q,··· ,m+l. 

Equation (30) becomes 

Wm+q = Wm+q(X, t), (35) 

(36) 8Wa-1=8Wa+[J-18J w] (a=m+q, .. ·,m+2). 
8pi 8xi 8xi ' a ' 

When (17) and (18) are satisfied, we have 

(37) l (x,p) (8W [ 8J J) 
Wa-1 = L -8 a+ ;-1_8 ·' Wa 

i (x,O) x, x, 
dpi + w~-1 (x, t). 

Here, the path of integration is any curve on the plane Xi = constant 
connecting ( x, 0) and ( x, p) and W m+q ( x, t), W~ ( x, t) ( m < a < m + q) 
are arbitrary functions of integration. The theorem is proved. 

Equations (31) can be considered as dynamical equations on the 
moduli space of generalized self-dual Yang-Mills equations. 

§4. Darboux transformations 

The Darboux transformation of GSYMF is actually a modified gauge 
transformation 

(38) \II = 8\II 

of the solutions of Lax equations with 

(39) S=>..I+a 

such that (LiW)\Ti- 1 is independent of,\, Sis called a Darboux matrix. 
Here I is the unit matrix and a is to be determined. 

We can write 

( 40) 

(41) 
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Substituting (38) and (39) in (40), we obtain 

(42) 

Hence 

(43) 

and 

(44) 
aa - aa 
- = aA-- A·a =[a A-]- -a 8pi t t ' • axi . 

Similarly, from (41) we obtain 

(45) 

and 

(46) 

Vo = Vo, 

Va = Va +a Va-l -Va-l a (a= 1, 2, ... 'm), 

Vm+q = aVm+qa-l, 

Vm+k=aVm+ka- 1 +(Vm+k+l-Vm+k+l)a-l (k=q-1,··· ,1) 

aa - -
at+ aVm - Vma + Vm+l - Vm+l = 0. 

151 

Since the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills equations (17), (18) and the 
evolution equation (31) are consequences of the Lax equations (16) and 
(28) (provided that det\11 ¢ 0), the Ai's are solutions to (17), (18) and 
(31) as well. We have 

Theorem 3. Let Ai be a solution to the generalized self-dual Yang
Mills equations (17), {18) and the evolution equations (31), and let \II 
be the Lax representation. If a is a solution to (44) and (46), then the 

- aa 
Ai =Ai+·-

8xi 
(47) 

satisfy (17), (18) and (31), in which the Va are replaced by the Va in 
(45). Moreover, 

is the Lax representation of Ai. 
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The transformation ( \{!, Ai) ----. ( W, Ai) defined by ( 38), ( 39) and ( 4 7) 
is called a Darboux transformation. 

System (44) and (46) is nonlinear and very complicated. However, 
we are able to construct explicit solutions as follows: 

Let .\, (a = 1, 2, · · · , N) be N numbers (at least two of them not 
equal, Aa -1- 0) and ha(>-a, x,p) be N column vectors, satisfying (16) 
and (28) for>.= Aa (a= 1, 2, · · ·, N), i.e. 

(48) aha = Aa aha _ A,ha, aha = ~ v; ).m-ah 
api ax, at ~ a a a. 

a 

Define 

(49) 

Here we require that det H -1- 0. 

Theorem 4. The matrix a defined by 

(50) a= -HAH-1 with A= 

satisfies equations (44) and (46). 

Proof. From ( 48) it is easily seen that 

(51) aH = aH A-AiH. 
api axi 

Hence 

aa aH 2 _ 1 _ 1 aH _ 1 
-=--AH +HAH -AH -Aa+aA 
api axi axi t "' 

(52) 

aa = _ aH AH_ 1 +HAH_1 aH H- 1 . 

axi axi axi 

By using (50), the definition of a, it is easily seen that (44) is satisfied. 

Similarly, we have 

(53) 



Hence 

(54) 

a a 
at 
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m+q m+q 
=- L VaHAm-a+lH- 1 + L HAH- 1VaHAm-aH- 1 

a=O a=O 
m+q m+q 

= L Va(-a)m-aOi- 01. L Va(-a)m-a. 
a=O a=O 

From (45) it can be seen that the right hand side of (54) is just VmOL
aVm + Vm+1 - Vm+l· Thus (46) is satisfied. 

Remark 2. The column solutions ha in (48} can be obtained from 
w(.X) by setting ha = w(.Xa)la, where la satisfies 

Lila = ala - A ala = 0 
8pi axi ' 

i.e. la = la ( AaP + x). It is easily seen that the la 's are holomorphic 
functions of AaP + x. 

Remark 3. As in many other cases, we can apply Darboux transfor
mations successively to obtain an infinite sequence of solutions by the 
purely algebraic algorithm indicated in Theorem 4, provided that a seed 
solution (w, Ai) is known. 

Remark4. It can be seen that Li(w(X)*w(.X)) = 0, 8t(w(X)*w(.X)) = 
0. If we take a suitable initial condition for w(.X), the w(.X) can be 
normalized so that w(X)*w(.X) =I. 

For the case of U(N), we consider (x,p) as real coordinates of Rn,n. 
The potential Ai's should take values in the Lie algebra u(N), i.e. 

(55) 

Moreover, we can choose the functions of integration Vo (p), V~ (p) (a = 
1, 2, · · · , m) such that Vo, V1, · · ·, Vm take values in u(N) too. In this 
case we can apply the Darboux transformation as before. However, we 
should consider the additional requirement · 

(56) 

which is equivalent to 

(57) 
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since (55) and ( 43) hold. For this purpose we choose the parameters 
.\,'sand la's as follows. Let J1. be a complex number (JL f. p) and 

(58) (a= 1, 2, · · · , N). 

We assume that \[! is normalized and choose the la such that 

(59) 

Then we have 

(60) 

From (50), the definition of a, we have 

(61) 

Hence 

(62) 

holds for all {3, 'I = 1, 2, · · · , N. Since the columns {ha} are linearly 
independent, we have 

(63) a*+ a= -(JL + p)I 

and (57) holds. Thus we obtain: 

Theorem 5. If Ai E u(N), Va E u(N) and parameters .\1 , ···,)IN; 

h, · · ·, lN for constructing the Darboux matrix satisfy (58) and (59) and 
the condition of linear independence, then Ai E u(N). 

Remark 5. The matrices a and S can be expressed in a geometric 
way. Without loss of generality, let Aa = J1. (a = 1, 2, · · · , k), Ab = jl 
(b = k + 1, · · · , N). At each point ofRn,n, the la 's span a k-dimensional 
subspace L1 ofCn and the lb 's span the orthogonal complement L2 . They 
are holomorphic functions of Jl.P + x and jlp + x, respectively. Define I:1 
to be the bundle of k-dimensional spaces on R n,n x R 1 spanned by the 
W(J-L)la, and let 7r be the Hermitian projection from en X (Rn,n X R 1) 

on I:1 and 1r1_ the complement of 1r. Then from (61) we see that 

(64) a= -(JL7r + jl7rj_) 

and 

(65) 
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Hence the Darboux transformation of W can be written as 

(66) w1 = (r + 11 - P 7l"..L) w. 
. >.-11 

Here both W1 and Ill are normalized. Consequently, a Darboux transfor
mation is defined by a complex number 11 and a holomorphic map p from 
en to the Grassmannian GN,k such that the subspace Ll is the image 
of P(11P + x). 

Remark 6~ The above statements are valid for the case of SU(N), 
since we have tm = k11 + (N- k)p = constant and trAi = 0, from 
trAi = 0. 

§5. Solitons and interactions 

We start with the trivial solution Ai = 0. In order to obtain the 
solution lllo(>.) to the Lax equations, we have to determine V0 , V1 , · · ·, 

Vm. For Ai = 0, (29), (30) become 

(67) 

Vo = Vo(p), 

avm+q = 0. 
8pi 

(a= 1, 2, · · · , m + q), 

We assume that Vo, V~, W!+k, Wm+q are independent oft. It is easily 
seen that 

(68) 

where U1 , U2 are matrix-valued polynomials of degrees m and q, and 
U1 , U2 E u(N) (or su(N)) for real>.. Thus · 

(69) Wo = exp[V(>.)t]. 

We can find explicit expressions for H and a. We assume N = 2 in 
order to simplify the expressions, and let 

(70) V(>.) = ( iv0(>.) o ) 
-iv(>.) 
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with 

(71) 

Here u 1 , u2 are polynomials of degrees m and q with real coefficients. 

The matrix H takes the form 

(72) 

Here g (J-L) is a holomorphic function of J-lP + x and J-l = a + iT ( T =f. 0). 
The condition h2h1 = 0 holds. By calculation we have 

(73) 

Here 

(74) w = i(v(J-L)- v(p)), 

(J-L _ p)geiut 

J-Ligl2e-wt + pewt 

u = v(J-L) + v(p) 

are real functions of p and x. Consequently, 

(75) 

with 

(76) 

8a 
Ai=-= 

8xi 

) 

These are the explicit formulae for single solitons. The asymptotic be
havior of the single solitons as t--+ ±oo depends on J-l, g and v. For the 
general case it is quite complicated. 
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We assume 

(77) g(J1) = P(M) exp{Q(J1)} 

where P and Q are polynomials of /1P + x. Imagine an observer who 
moves in the space Rn,n with constant velocity. His world line l in 
Rn,n,l is 

(78) p = 1rt + 1ro, x = ~t + ~o· 

Here (1r, ~) is his velocity and (1r0 , ~0 ) is his starting point. In his obser
vation, v, P, Q behave as polynomials oft. Write Q = q +is, where q 
and s are real. Then lgl 2 = IPI 2 e2q. Along l, 

where the coefficients C0 , C1 , · · · , Cm are polynomials in 1r, ~ and 1r0 , 

~O· If IAil __, 0 as t __, ±oo along l, then l is called a vanishing line of 
the soliton. If at least one of Co, C1 , · · · , Cm-l is not zero and IPI -1- 0 
along l, then the world line l is a vanishing line. If along l, P = 0 and 
e-q+wt approaches infinity, l is also a vanishing line. The asymptotic 
behavior of the single soliton is seen by the observer, who is going along 
the non-vanishing world line. 

Example 1. Let 

v =a= real constant, g = P(J1P + x). 

Then w = 0, q = 0. From (76) we have 

The soliton is periodic with time t and xi = x?, Pi = P?, t = t are 

non-vanishing world lines if IPI -1- 0 or ~p -1- 0. 
UXi 

Example 2. Let 

v=v(J1), g=exp{Q(x)}. 
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Then w = -2ilmv, u = 2Rev, P = 1, q = ReQ, s = ImQ. From (76), 
we have 

-4Ti 8w 
a·11- -t 

' - (e-q+wt + eq-wt)2 8xi , 

a ( . ) - -IS 
2 . ax, q i(u-s) 

ail2 =- n e e-q+wt + eq-wt 

(e-q+wt- eq-wt) aw t- 2eq-wt.E.2_ . 
+2Ti ax, ax, ei(u-s)t. 

(e-q+wt + eq-wt)2 

The vanishing world lines are defined by the expansion of q - wt, since 

!PI= 1. 

§6. Multi-solitons and the interaction of solitons 

Let (\1!, A) be a single soliton obtained from the trivial solution with 
"parameters" (J-L1 , g1), with v given. It will be denoted by I:(l-' 1 ,g1 ). 

Applying the Darboux transformation with parameters (J-L2, g2) to (\1!, A) 
we obtain a solution I:(J.L1 ,g1 ,J.L 2 ,g2 ) which is called a double soliton. The 
Lax representation of the double soliton is 

(80) 

Here \1! is the Lax representation of the trivial solution, )..J + o:1 is the 
Darboux matrix based on \1! and defined by (J-L 1 ,g1), )..J + o:~ is the 
Darboux matrix based on \1! 1 = (A.I + o:I)\1! and defined by (J-L2, g2). 

Let Oc~-' 1 , 9,), Oc~-'2 , 92 ) be the sets of vanishing world lines of I:(J.L 1 ,g,J 

and I:(l-'2 ,gz), respectively. Consider the behavior of I:(l-' 1 ,91 ,J.Lz ,gz) along 
a line h E 0(1-' 1 ,g,). From the definition it is seen that as t -+ oo, o:1 

behaves as a constant matrix o:?. Then 

(81) 

Hence \1!2 behaves asymptotically as a Darboux transformation with pa
rameters (J-L2, g2), based on \1!~ = (A.I +a?) which is a Lax representation 
of the trivial solution. Consequently, I:(J.L1 , 91 ,J.L 2 ,g2 ) behaves asymptoti
cally as a single soliton I:'c l along h. By the theorem of permutabil-

f-L2)92 

ity, \1!2 = (A.I + o:~)(A.I + o:2)\J!. Similarly, it can be seen that, along a 
line l2 E O(J.Lz,gz)• I:(J.L1 , 91 ,J.L 2 ,g2 ) behaves as a single soliton I:(J.L1 ,g,J· Thus 
we have: 
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Theorem 6. If l E O(~t 1 , 91) (respectively, O(~t2 , 92 )), then along l the 
double soliton I:(!L1,91 ,/L2,92 ) behaves asymptotically as a single soliton 
2:(1-'2,92 ) (respectively, 2:(~-' 1 ,91)). 

In particular, if l E 0(1-'1,91 ) nO(!L2,92 ), then 2:(~t 1 , 91 ,/L 2 ,92 ) approaches 
the trivial solution. Let S(J-' 1 ,91) (respectively, S(J-'2,92 )) be the set of 
non-vanishing world lines of I:(J-'1,91) (respectively, 2:(/L2,92))· If s(J.'lo9d n 

s(J-'2,92) = 0, then I:(J.'1,91,J.'2,92) splits into two single solitons I:(IL1o9d and 
2:(1L2,92 ) as t -+ oo. If 8(1-' 1 ,91 ) nS(IL2,92 ) f- 0 and l E 8(1-' 1 ,91) nS(IL2 ,92 ), then 
along l, the behavior of I:(J.'1,91 ,J.'2,92 ) can be regarded as confinement of 
solitons. 

The situation for p-solitons is similar. The most interesting phenom
ena of the interaction of KdV solitons and many other solitons are thus 
extended to the case of GSYMF. Furthermore, confinement of solitons 
seems to be an interesting phenomenon in soliton theory. 

§1. Reduction to AKNS systems in Rn,l 

As has been pointed out by many authors, almost all known soliton 
equations can be obtained as reductions of self-dual Yang-Mills equa
tions. Of course, each of these equations at most has four independent 
variables. In recent years, integrable systems with more independent 
variables have beeen considered by many authors [4, 10, 15]. Almost all 
of these integrable systems with many independent variables belong to 
the framework of the AKNS system [11]. However, we have: 

Theorem 7. The AKNS system in the space Rn,l is a reduction of 
the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills flows. 

Proof. Let \ll = \ll(x,p, t) satisfy the Lax equation (16), (28), and let 
Ji ( i = 1, 2, · · · , n) be constant diagonal matrices. Define 

(82) 

<I>(p, t) = exp(- I: xiJi )w, 

Pi(p,t) = -exp(- "L:xjJj)Aiexp('L:xjJj), 

Ua(P, t) = exp(- L XjJj)Va exp('L: XjJj)· 
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Assume that the right-hand sides are independent of x. Substituting 
them into the Lax equations (16), (28), we obtain 

(83) 

a <I> 
-;:> = (> .. Ji + Pi)<I>, 
UPi 

m+q 

~~ = L UaAm-a<I>. 
a=O 

This is just the AKNS system in Rn· 1 . 

From this theorem, one is lead to believe that the GSYMF is the 
most general known integrable system. 
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